DTS-V series

Advantages

Reduce Labour costs upto 30%
Increase packing line speed with 15%
Reduce overweight by controlled ledbar
Reduce airfreight costs
Improve individual operator performance
Ensure consistently packed products
Ensure a return on investment within one
season or less

The manual packing of fresh produced product
requires a blend of speed, accuracy, care and
flexibility to ensure the packed product reaches
the consumer in the best condition.
Skills which are not always standard available
on the market. It mostly takes years to get the
right experience , even after several years of
product / packages changes there is always
room for progress.
LRE has developed a new range of intelligent
scales supplied with the necessary skills you
are looking for. The DTS-V will give your operators the tools they need to optimalize their
production speed, accuracy, care and flexibility.
To monitor the production results we offer our
software “Datamanager” .
Datamanager will give all the necessary
production information you are looking for.
- packed products
- packed weight
- yield / average weight
- over / under weight
- all details per worker or package

How does it work?
DTS-V ensures you consistently packed products within the target weight, reducing
give-away and ensuring optimum production speed
Intuitive ledbar with 1 lamp = 1 fruit indication and target assurance
High speed weighing module for optimal speed performance
Informative full colour display with product and user information
User log on / log off functionality

For which products?
Vegetables
Soft fruits and berries
Herbs
Prepared meals and salads

Easy fast and accurate.
DTS-V is developed for weighing products in an
easy, fast and accurate way.
The DTS-V has a unique intuitive ledbar system, which informs the user how many product to add or deduct to come onto your target
weight.
The ledbar system is free programmable so
that each product can be set by it’s own unique
parameters.For example it is possible to set up
low, average and heavy product weight for the
exact right information.

The ledbar will inform the user in an early stage
what to do, which prevents unnecessary handlings and improve their packing speed per
hour.
The ledbar will give you optimal controll on the
weight result, as it is possible to set and handle your target weights, but also to prevents
over and under weight by blocking the scale
when wrong weights have been send out by the
worker.

Specifications:

Options

999 product memory
999 user memory
full color display, 5,7 inch
Stainless steel indicator
Numerical keys 0-9, enter, esc, PT,
Tare and zero functionality
F1,F2,F3,F4 function keys
230V power connection

Datamanager software
Customized firmware
Barcode scanner
2nd platform connection
Negative weighing
Auto tare functionality
Dynamic weighing
Memory upgrade

Capacity
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